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Every single Wylex product is developed around your needs.
UK Based R&D development teams design products from
scratch and look after every single stage of design and
performance validation.

As part of the Siemens family Wylex reaps the benefits of being

in a global manufacturing network, as well as adhering to safety
standards Wylex also exceed the UK legal framework. Meaning
you can be sure of the quality and the safety of the product.

The Wylex test laboratory is accredited by the United Kingdom

Accreditation Service (UKAS). This ensures everyone from

specifiers, purchasers and users can have complete confidence
in the quality of goods and in the provision of services at every

stage of the supply chain.

With the largest range of domestic circuit protection products in
the UK, finding the right product for your needs from the

catalogue should be easy. But if you need something specific
Wylex offers a unique custom-built product service.

Wylex miniature RCBOs are the same size as MCBs but also

switch the neutral and totally isolate faulty circuits. Installations
are safer with Wylex miniature RCBOs

Miniature RCBOs are quicker and easier to install and test
saving time and money

The latest range of miniature circuit breakers are designed with a
no miss terminal arrangement to ensure that connections are not
misaligned bringing added termination security with Siemens
technology

Wylex offers specifiers & installers the widest range of residential

circuit protection products in the UK, plus three phase MCB

distribution boards and MCCB panelboards and devices for
commercial applications

With award winning seamless non combustible enclosures

specifiers & installers can cater for the latest regulations and

meet client expectations on aesthetics by choosing NMX. It looks
like the familiar curvy plastic units but it’s made of steel
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Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in
the compilation of the technical detail within this publication,
specifications and performance data are constantly changing.
Latest details can be obtained from Wylex.
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